Abstract At thousands of stations worldwide, the mean daily surface air temperature is estimated as a mean of the daily maximum (T max ) and minimum (T min ) temperatures. We use the NOAA Surface Radiation Budget Network (SURFRAD) of seven US stations with surface air temperature recorded each minute to assess the accuracy of the mean daily temperature estimate as an average of the daily maximum and minimum temperatures and to investigate how the accuracy of the estimate increases with an increasing number of daily temperature observations. We find the average difference between the estimate based on an average of the maximum and minimum temperatures and the average of 1440 1-min daily observations to be − 0.05 ± 1.56°C, based on analyses of a sample of 238 days of temperature observations. Considering determination of the daily mean temperature based on 3, 4, 6, 12, or 24 daily temperature observations, we find that 2, 4, or 6 daily observations do not reduce significantly the uncertainty of the daily mean temperature. The bias reduction in a statistically significant manner (95% confidence level) occurs only with 12 or 24 daily observations. The daily mean temperature determination based on 24 hourly observations reduces the sample daily temperature uncertainty to − 0.01 ± 0.20°C. Estimating the parameters of population of all SURFRAD observations, the 95% confidence intervals based on 24 hourly measurements is from − 0.025 to 0.004°C, compared to a confidence interval from − 0.15 to 0.05°C based on the mean of T max and T min .
Introduction
The near-surface air temperature is one of the most commonly used variables to characterize the state and variability of weather and climate. The Global Historical Climatology Network archives daily meteorological data from all over the world that includes over 80,000 individual stations . Daily mean temperatures at individual stations are used to calculate monthly and annual station averages, which are then combined, homogenized, and smoothed to obtain regional and eventually global changes, and long-term climate records. However, obtaining the daily mean temperature is not a trivial task. At the station level, corrections have to be applied to account for station relocation, urbanization effect, changes of shelter type and height of the thermometer, change of instrumentation, change in the observation times, and other possible modifications and changes in station environment (Karl et al. 1986; Pielke et al. 2007; Fall et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2012) . Since the adjustments due to varying circumstances may be of the same magnitude as total warming during the span of observations, utmost care has to be exercised in the application of the various corrections (Williams et al. 2012) .
Since most stations do not have daily 24 hourly observations, the mean daily temperature at a given station depends on how the mean was estimated.
A common procedure for thousands of stations all over the globe is to simply use the average of the daily minimum and maximum temperature as the daily mean temperature. Surprisingly, little has changed in this practice over the last century. It has been almost 200 years since it was suggested that the mean of observed daily maximum and minimum temperature,
is not a reliable measure of the true daily mean (Kämtz 1831; Davis 1894; Hartzell 1919; Brooks 1921) . In spite of technological progress over the last two centuries, at thousands of meteorological stations, the daily mean temperature is being still estimated using only the observed daily maximum and minimum (Mitchell 1953; Weber 1993; Zeng and Wang 2012; Bonacci et al. 2013; Gonzales-Hidalgo et al. 2015; Gough and He 2015) , apparently due to the simplicity and ease of reading a max/min thermometer (thermometers registering the minimum and maximum temperature within a definite time period were in use since the early 1800s) just once per day. Davis (1894) stated that the best times of temperature readings at a given station should be determined by comparing the average of 24 hourly measurements with the average of two, three or four measurements at selected hours. However, he states explicitly that the mean of two, three, or four daily measurements at chosen hours cannot be trusted to be true mean daily temperature. Brooks (1921) proposed the daily mean temperature calculation by averaging three temperature readings at fixed times, namely at 7:00, 13:00, and 21:00 local time. The estimate of daily mean temperature, T3, using these three measurements is thus defined (Brooks 1921) as
where T 7 , T 13 , and T 21 stand here for temperature measurements obtained at 7:00, 13:00, and 21:00 local time. Weber (1993) investigated differences between daily temperature at eight Swiss stations using the T2 method (Eq. 1) and the temperature T3 calculated from the three daily temperature measurements (Eq. 2). He found differences of several degrees Centigrade in the daily mean temperature deduced using Eqs. 1 and 2. Bonacci et al. (2013) compared the daily temperature at three Croatian stations obtained by three different methods, Eqs. 1 and 2 and the average of 24 hourly measurements
The differences among the deduced daily temperature varied by more than ± 3°C. Wang and Zhou (2015) and Wang and Zhou (2015) compared the T2 (Eq. 1) and the T4 (Eq. 4) method using four daily observations
with the mean temperature estimate T24 using 24 hourly observations (Eq. 3) and found a significant overestimate of the warming trend using the T2 method, especially at northern high latitudes in the winter season. The overestimate was reduced by using four instead of two daily temperature observations. Recently, Kaspar et al. (2016) compared the mean of daily maximum and minimum temperature (Eq. 1), and the three daily measurements (similar to Eq. 2 but with observational times used in Germany) with the 24 hourly measurements (Eq. 3) at 13 stations in Germany. They found that the average (overall stations) difference in daily temperatures was − 0.08°C with a standard deviation of 0.52°C for the T3 (Eq. 2) method and was − 0.05°C with a standard deviation of 0.26°C for the T2 (Eq. 1) method. Although the spread of data was quite large, in agreement with earlier investigations, the bias of averages is rather small. Since the long-term warming in Germany has been 1.4°C, while the bias in daily temperature is below 0.1°C, Kaspar et al. (2016) concluded that three daily temperature readings provide an acceptable accuracy of the daily mean temperature estimate; the effect of the T3 bias is rather small compared to decadal-scale global warming. Other authors, based on regional differences of warming rates, have argued for an introduction of more frequent daily temperature observations (e.g., Zeng and Wang 2012; Zhou and Wang 2016) .
In the following study, we use 1-min temperature observations at seven NOAA Surface Radiation Budget Network (SURFRAD) stations to assess the uncertainty (bias and variance or standard deviation) of various approximations to estimate mean daily temperature at given stations by comparing it with the Btrue^daily mean temperature obtained by averaging the 1440 daily 1-min measurements. We also use the unique NOAA SURFRAD observation of the direct and diffuse downward solar radiation to distinguish between clear sky, partially cloudy, and completely cloudy days.
For each day at a selected station, we calculate first the true daily mean temperature, T o , defined as the average of 1440 1-min daily measurements:
We want to compare this most accurate way of determining the daily mean temperature (using the currently available data) with various approximate estimates characterized by the number of individual daily measurements. We will consider 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, and 24 daily measurements, and the corresponding estimates will be denoted as T2, T3, T4, T6, T12, and T24.
The estimates T2, T3, T4, and T24 are already specified by Eqs. 1-4. Similarly, the T6 and T12 estimates will be calculated with specified starting time (in our following calculations, the starting time was specified as a local midnight):
The bias of a given method is defined as the mean of the differences between the calculated temperature (T2, T3, T4, T6, T12, and T24) and the true temperature T o (Eq. 5) averaged over all considered days and all stations. The corresponding standard deviations are standard deviations of the differences between the given method and the true temperature T o .
NOAA's SURFRAD network
The SURFRAD network (Fig. 1a ) was established in 1993 by NOAA's Air Resources Laboratory (Augustine et al. 2000 (Augustine et al. , 2005 . Its primary objective is to support global change research, satellite programs, and modeling with continuous measurements of the surface radiation budget. Primary measurements at SURFRAD stations include direct, diffuse, and reflected shortwave radiation, upward-directed and downward-directed longwave radiation, air temperature, and other climate variables of interest. The instrumental configuration is schematically shown in Fig. 1b . The current SURFRAD network consists of seven stations (Table 1) . Station locations are rural and were chosen with the intent of representing the diverse climates of the USA. The various stations were established between 1994 and 2003.
The operational SURFRAD data record began on 1 January 1995. Originally, 3-min averages of 1-s samples were recorded for all measured parameters. Since 1 January 2009, 1-min averages of 1-s samples have been recorded. To aid research, several ancillary measurements are made, including total sky cover, aerosol optical depth, wind speed and direction, atmospheric pressure, air temperature, and relative humidity (RH)-all at 1-min resolution. A Vaisala HMP50 temperature and relative humidity probe is used for air temperature. That measurement is made with a platinum resistance temperature (PRT) detector. Its accuracy decreases linearly from ± 0.9°C at − 20°C to ± 0.3°C at 0°C and then increases linearly to ± 0.6°C at 40°C. It is housed in a gilled white plastic radiation shield that promotes ventilation and protects the sensor from warming by direct sunlight. Qualitycontrolled surface radiation budget data files with other useful measured and computed variables included are available at ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/data/radiation/surfrad/RadFlux/ To select a sample for our statistical analysis, we combine a stratified random sample with the specifically designed sample to expose differences between the summer and the winter seasons, if any. For the stratified random sample, we select a random sample of 20 days in 2015 at each station. A random sequence of numbers between 1 and 365 was generated for each station, and the first 20 were identified with the 20 days of the year. Thus, each day of the year at each station (strata) had the same chance to be selected as any other day. The second sample consists of 7 days in summer (July 23-July 29, 2015) and 7 days in winter (January 23-January 29, 2015), which was aimed at distinguishing the errors in the mean daily temperature estimate during summer and winter days. The daily cloud classification (clear, partially cloudy, or overcast) was made using the direct and diffuse downward solar flux (Long et al. 2006) . A Gaussian smooth shape of the direct solar flux is characteristic of a clear sky day. A significant reduction of the direct solar flux on a horizontal surface together with an increase of downward diffuse flux is a sign of an overcast day. A partially cloudy day is characterized by large changes in both the direct and diffuse solar radiation. We found no significant differences between the two samples (stratified random sample and a sample containing the summer and the winter days), and thus, we felt justified to combine them into one. The following results are for this combined sample unless explicitly stated otherwise. Although our sample has been selected from 2015 data, by assuming homogeneity of the temperature data (no significant differences between individual years), the results can be considered valid for any arbitrary year in the record.
4 Mean daily temperature estimate as an average of maximum and minimum temperature
The estimation of daily mean temperature as an average of the daily maximum and minimum requires a simple instrumentation and once daily instrument reading, which is an ideal condition for a network of enthusiastic volunteers. However, it has been reported (Bonacci et al. 2013 ) that this method (Eq. 1) produces a large uncertainty in daily mean temperature estimate.
We find that there are at least two meteorological situations that may introduce a considerable error in the estimate of the mean obtained this way. One is the horizontal temperature advection (Fig. 2) associated with a change in air mass (for example, the passage of a sharp cold front or a sea breeze boundary or a thunderstorm outflow, etc.), and the other is a change of solar irradiance caused by variations in cloudiness (Fig. 3 ).
An arrival of a sharp cold front at the late (or early) hour of the day may cause a significant underestimate (or an overestimate) of the daily mean temperature, if it is estimated as a mean of the daily maximum and minimum temperatures. The effect is the same whether this happens under an overcast or clear sky day.
The late afternoon arrival of a cold front on an overcast day (Fig. 2a) leads to a significant underestimate of the mean daily temperature. Observed temperature (1-min observations designated as true) is shown as a solid line, and an estimated mean daily temperature as a red horizontal line. Horizontal axis is in minutes (from 1 to 1440) after midnight. The number − 2.4 K in parentheses after T2 shows the underestimate of the mean temperature on this particular day (October 20 at Fort Peck). While the temperature was relatively steady during most of the day, between the late afternoon (from about 5:00 p.m. local time) and midnight, the temperature dropped by about 10°C. When the real temperature profile (solid line) is replaced by the average of the observed maximum and minimum (red line), the daily mean temperature is significantly underestimated. A large area above the estimated mean is subtracted, and only a much smaller area below the mean is Fig. 1 a Locations of the seven US SURFRAD stations providing 1-min temperature data used in this study and b schematic arrangement of instruments (bottom) at SURFRAD locations added. In this particular case, the average of the maximum and minimum temperature underestimates the true daily mean temperature by about 2.4°C.
An opposite case occurs when the cold front arrives in the early morning hours (Fig. 2b) . Here, the temperature drop occurs in early morning hours, between midnight and six in the morning Mountain Time Zone (+ 7 h to UTC), and the temperature is relatively stable after that. When the real temperature profile (solid line) is replaced by the average of the maximum and minimum (red line), the daily mean temperature is overestimated. In this particular case, the mean daily temperature is overestimated by 0.76°C.
The previous two examples (Fig. 2a, b) took place under completely cloudy (overcast) conditions. Figure 2d shows a similar case under an almost clear sky condition (at Sioux Falls on December 2, 2015). The almost clear sky condition is documented by a smooth profile of the direct shortwave (DirSW) radiation (Fig. 2c) . The replacement of the real temperature profile (solid line) with a T2 estimate (red line in Fig.  2d ) suggests again a significant underestimate of the Fig. 2 a Advection of cold air under cloudy skies in late afternoon at Fort Peck is causing a large underestimate (by 2.4°C) of the mean daily temperature using the average of maximum and minimum temperature estimate (designated as T2). On the other hand, b a cold front arrival in the early morning hours leads to an 0.76°C overestimate. c A clear sky day is characterized by a smooth variability of the direct shortwave (DirSW) radiation and d shows the accompanying late afternoon temperature drop leading to an underestimate of daily mean temperature by about 2.67°C mean daily temperature (by about − 2.67°C) by using the average of the daily maximum and minimum temperature. Thus, the arrival of a cold front can cause either a significant underestimate or a significant overestimate of the mean daily temperature as an average of the maximum and minimum, depending on the time of the day when the temperature drop occurs. As the cold front travels over land, it is reasonable to expect that the time of the observed temperature drop will change from early morning hours at some stations to late afternoon or at night at other stations, causing temperature underestimate (as an average of the maximum and minimum) at some and an overestimate at other stations. Thus, it seems plausible to expect that large positive or negative errors at individual stations will have a tendency to compensate each other in an average of several stations or at the same stations averaged over a sufficiently long time period. This can explain contradictory results referred to earlier wherein a large range of errors in individual daily temperature estimates up to ± 3°C occurred (Bonacci et al. 2013) , and yet, relatively small biases below 0.1°C in averages resulted over time (Kaspar et al. 2016) .
The second cause of major errors in the daily mean temperature estimate is cloudiness. Partial cloudiness (Fig. 3a) can decrease the duration of a relatively high temperature and leads therefore to an overestimate of the daily mean temperature (Fig. 3b) . These errors can occur whenever there is a sudden temperature change and is not restricted to just cold fronts and cloudiness which were highlighted here.
The biases, standard deviations, and confidence intervals
The statistics of the data from the seven US SURFRAD stations are summarized in Fig. 4a , which shows the biases (averages of differences between the considered method of estimate and the true daily mean temperature obtained by Fig. 3 a The observed direct shortwave radiation (solid black line) compared to the modeled direct shortwave on a clear sky day (gray line) indicates a partially cloudy day with cloud clearing in the afternoon. b The temperature profile on this partially cloudy day (solid line) shows relatively short duration of the warm section of the day leading to a significant overestimate (by about 2.36°C) of the T2 (average of the maximum and minimum temperatures) method (red line) Fig. 4 a Biases (gray columns) and standard deviations (black columns) produced by different methods (T2 to T24) of calculation of the mean daily temperature. The averages and standard deviations are for a sample containing all 238 selected days. b Box diagram representations of the same set of estimates averaging the 1-min measurements) and standard deviations for all the considered methods of daily temperature estimates.
The average of the maximum and minimum daily temperature (Eq. 1 and T2 in our notation) of the considered sample shows a high variability compared to true daily mean temperature, T o , with a standard deviation of 0.78°C (Fig. 4a) . Considering ± 1.96 standard deviation to bracket the 95% confidence interval, we have the confidence interval of the daily temperature estimate to be ± 1.53°C, which represents quite a large uncertainty. This result is comparable to, albeit somehow smaller, than the range reported by Bonacci et al. (2013) , who found the range of differences between the average of maximum and minimum and the average of 24 hourly temperature measurements at three Croatian stations to be between − 3.73 and + 3.56°C.
With such a large uncertainty of individual estimates, it may seem surprising that the bias (the average difference between the T2 method and the true daily mean temperature) is quite small, − 0.05°C (Fig. 4a) , suggesting a cancelation of positive and negative errors of daily temperature estimates. The same average bias of − 0.05°C was reported by Kaspar et al. (2016) as an average for 13 German stations. Here, the bias was defined as a difference between the maximum/minimum method and the mean of 24 hourly observations. Such an error cancelation may be expected whenever the data are symmetric with respect to the mean. That this is so in our case is confirmed by the histogram shown in Fig. 5a . The distribution of differences is nearly symmetric, and it approximates quite well the normal distribution with a mean close to zero.
We find (Fig. 4a, b) that the method using the three daily observations, which was employed as a standard method at manual stations in Germany (Kaspar et al. 2016) , does not provide any bias improvement over the average of the daily maximum and minimum. Similarly, no improvement between these two methods was found by Kaspar et al. (2016) for the case of German stations. The method using the four daily observations also does not produce a significant bias reduction at the considered seven US SURFRAD stations. Although some improvement is seen for the case of six daily observations, a statistically significant (at 95% confidence level) bias reduction is achieved only by using 12 or 24 daily observations. With 24 hourly observations, the bias was reduced to 0.01°C with a standard deviation of 0.11°C.
On the other hand, the spread of biases characterized by the variance or standard deviation is reduced at a statistically significant level with each increase in the number of daily observations above three (Fig. 4) . Thus, if we do not wish to rely on a mutual cancelation of large errors in the daily station temperature estimate, we should employ estimates based on 12 or 24 daily observations.
The estimate of the lower (LB) and the upper bound (UB) of the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the population of all daily mean temperature observation is calculated as
where m and sd are the mean and the standard deviation of the sample and 15.43 is the square root of the number of sample days (238). We find the 95% confidence interval for the T2 method to be (− 0.149, 0.051°C), while for the T24 method, it is (− 0.025, 0.004°C). The meaning of the 95% CI is that we are 95% confident that the error in measured annual temperature is within the stated interval. We have also considered separately days within different seasons (not shown) and days with clear or fully overcast sky (Fig. 6 ) and found no statistically significant differences between the biases or standard deviations.
Conclusions and discussion
In spite of a significant uncertainty of ± 1.53°C (95% confidence interval) in the daily station temperature estimate as an average of the daily maximum and minimum temperatures, this estimate provides a quite accurate temperature estimate with bias of only − 0.05°C when averaged over time and over seven US SURFRAD stations. This is due to the symmetry of individual errors with respect to the mean, so that relatively large positive and negative errors (caused by a sudden temperature change and varying cloudiness) cancel each other. Considering our sample of 238 days as a simple random sample, we estimate the parameters of the population consisting of all the days available at all seven stations and the 95% confidence interval of the error of the estimate of the mean temperature as an average of the maximum and minimum temperatures that is (− 0.149, 0.051°C). An introduction of 24 hourly observations decreases the 95% confidence interval to (− 0.025, 0.004°C).
Although there have been several proposals to increase daily temperature observations to more than two, we find that only an increase to 12 or 24 daily observations leads to a statistically significant error reduction. Our results for seven US SURFRAD stations can be likely generalized to the continental USA within the recent decades.
Our conclusions may not be valid at all other geographical locations. An extension to higher latitude regions may be especially problematic. When sunshine hours are short, a situation similar to that of a partly cloudy sky (Fig. 3) occurs and the daily temperature estimate as an average of daily maximum and minimum could systematically overestimate the true daily mean. Thus, the error cancelation in the average of maximum and minimum daily temperatures observed at midlatitudes is not guaranteed to apply to the polar region.
